
Review Summary 
Following is a summary of a review of YG Acoustics 
Anat Reference Main Module, by Stereo Sound (Japan). 

The review is part of a group-measurement-test of all 
market-leading loudspeakers in Japan. Since the review 
is 76 pages long, only the parts dealing directly with YG 
Acoustics are summarized. 

The full measurements of all 14 speakers are available in 
the original magazine, and can be shown (but 
unfortunately not printed and/or sent due to copyright 
issues) upon request. 

The final result of the comparison was that among the 
14 speakers measured, YG Acoustics came in 1st place 
in all 3 categories tested: frequency response 
smoothness both on- and off-axis, lack of distortion and 
high-frequency bandwidth. Only two speakers received 
an overall “excellent” score for their measurements, and 
the YG Acoustics Anat Reference Main Module was 
among them. 



Page 91 – round-table discussion 

 



Mr. Wada: …We are witnessing in the current issue speakers that were 
inconceivable in the past, such as Audio Machina, YG Acoustics and Magico. 
Each of these features a fully sealed compact and rigid enclosure with small 
woofers. Their sounds are quite different from one another. 
Mr. Miura: All of the three are up-and-coming brands. What drew my attention 
was their sealed configuration despite their small size. Most speakers on the 
market are vented, and some of them fail to clearly reproduce kick drums and 
bass instruments when they follow each other closely. Others leave a sense of 
incongruity when reproducing sustained bass tones. These three speakers, 
however, are remarkable in that they aim at reproducing clear, tight bass. 
Mr. Yanagisawa: It seems that sound coming out of a bass-reflex port tends to 
be less controlled. If you want control, you need a sealed enclosure. 
Mr. Wada: I am a bass-guitar player myself. As such, when I listen to jazz or pop, 
my attention is inevitably drawn to bass and drums. I especially focus on pitch 
and, when several bass instruments play together, definition.   
Mr. Miura: Dynamic resolution in the bass, so to speak? 
Mr. Wada: Exactly! Therefore, the fact that sealed enclosure designs of this 
quality were not only realized, but also produce excellent sound, precisely fulfills 
my wish. 
Mr. Miura: I agree with you. Texture-oriented designs, so to speak. They 
certainly evoked my curiosity. 
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Review by Mr. Takahito Miura 

The appeal of outstanding S/N (signal to noise) ratio 
Clear sense of position renders high-definition imaging 
I previously tested this equipment, in combination with its dedicated sub-woofer. 
When used with the purpose-built stand, the acoustic center is positioned roughly 
at the listener’s ear-level. The biggest appeal of this speaker is its outstanding 
S/N ratio. It gives a penetrating, intense sound that produces no unwanted 
distortion. One characteristic of this speaker is its “point-source-like” sound, from 
a virtual coaxial configuration, with a surprisingly clear sense of positioning that 
provides high-quality, fine imaging. 
Like the Krell LAT Series, the whole unit is a massive metal enclosure, which 
definitely contributes to its high-speed, accurate sound. In terms of the texture of 
the sound, metal clearly offers more subtle detail compared to MDF, a 
commonly-used wood-based cabinet material. 
With only the main module (no subwoofer), there is no question that the deepest 
bass is not as substantially present as with a subwoofer, but with music like 
Marcus Miller or Big Band, which produce a lot of treble from bass instruments, I 
was surprisingly very satisfied with the bass depth offered... Where it gave 
particularly excellent performance was with Monheit and Tosca. Thanks to the 
sealed enclosure, the taut sense of pitch from the double bass gives a crisp 
rhythm, and with Monheit, the gradation of the audio imaging was vivid. It truly 
mesmerizes with its rich tonal colors and accuracy... 
Overall, this is “intellectual” sound at its finest. 

Review by Mr. Isao Yanagisawa 

High S/N ratio and modern engineering 
Mild, flexible feel 
The YG Acoustics Anat Reference Main Module is visually similar to the 
previously-reviewed Audio Machina gear. Since both are up-and-coming brands, 
they are designed with a modern approach. While their sound obviously has 
some similarities, on the other hand it should be noted that there are substantial 
differences between them... Where the two models are similar is first and 
foremost the ability to react with a great sense of speed. This is apparent with the 
rise and fall of agile sounds. Both also offer a high-quality contemporary 
engineered performance, such as an exceptional S/N ratio, which results from 
preventing unwanted sound from radiating through the enclosure walls. Moreover, 
the size of the soundstage is also an important design element in both cases. 
However, there is quite a difference in the listening ambience; the Anat 
Reference Main Module is slightly richer with mild tones, and has a more delicate 
emotional expression. This means that it certainly has no trouble playing acoustic 
instruments. Instead, thanks to these ear-pleasing qualities, it makes you want to 



just keep on listening. Initially I thought that this characteristic mildness may 
result in the speaker being a little lacking in vigor, but quickly realized that this 
speaker can reproduce multitude of instruments, both Big Band and 
Rachmaninov, across a wide soundstage, each with their own unique touch…  
The Anat Reference Main Module’s agility, excellent S/N ratio and expansive 
soundstage exhibit their respective effects, which tends to heighten the appeal of 
this speaker. Also, because there is no vertical lack of coherence or build-up of 
excessive tension, there was agility in the vocals of both musical pieces… 

Review by Mr. Hiromi Wada 

Exceptionally natural feel 
Sublimely rich acoustic field 
This is an enclosure that looks just like a solid billet of metal; no, that actually is a 
solid billet of metal. However, there is no metallic feel or coldness in the sound it 
produces, which is exceptionally natural. Many people still tend to think that if an 
enclosure is not wooden, it cannot provide a natural sound. In reality, if a wooden 
enclosure is not well-constructed, it is difficult to obtain pure sound that makes 
the most of the vast information offered by modern program material. The sound 
might thus become too mild... 
Monheit leads in with an intro that has a surprisingly vivid bass, and then a sweet, 
feminine voice emerges. Similarly, Tosca has a light sound, but the vocals have 
a sense of volume and a wide range. From the mid-range to the treble, there is 
no sense of bloating, and the balance is superb, like a ruler-flat line. With 
Rachmaninoff also, because of the volume of information and richness of the 
acoustic field, the impression is physically extremely natural and comfortable… 
there is a sense of scale, and the understated tonal colors are extremely 
pleasant… real excitement can be felt in the horn section duet. The alto-sax solo 
is mesmerizing, with a well-toned sound floating beautifully above the ensemble. 
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Product Profile by Mr. Isao Yanagisawa 
Relying neither on conventional test equipment nor on off-the-shelf software, YG 
Acoustics engineers pursue fidelity and quality through their own unique 
methods… They pursue a flat frequency response and deny the concept of 
“voicing”... 
The Anat Reference Main Module is a sealed construction using machined 
aircraft-grade aluminum alloy and stainless steel. 
An active subwoofer is available and sold separately. 

Data Sheet 
• Type: 2-way 3-driver, fully-sealed enclosure  
• Drive units: Two 15cm cone woofers, 2.5cm Ring Radiator tweeter 
• Crossover frequency: 1.75kHz 
• Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m  
• Impedance: 4O 
• Dimensions and weight: 192W x 500H x 551D mm / 48.5kg 

Graphs from top to bottom 
• Frequency response at 30 degrees laterally off-axis 
• Frequency response at 60 degrees laterally off-axis 
• Frequency response at 90 degrees laterally off-axis 
• Frequency response at 180 degrees laterally off-axis 
• Frequency response at 10 degrees above axis 
• Frequency response at 10 degrees below axis 



 



Measurement Test by Mr. Shinichiro Ishii 
The YG Acoustics Anat Reference Main Module is a high-tech speaker system 
with two 15cm woofers and a ring-radiator type soft-dome tweeter. It is enclosed 
in a special-alloy fully-sealed enclosure. A model with a subwoofer is also 
available, but the one measured at this time is the Main Module only. 
As expected, without the subwoofer the SPL of the sub-bass region, below 50Hz, 
was considerably lower in comparison. At higher frequencies the response was 
perfectly flat except for some roughness at around 600Hz. In the ultra-high 
frequency range, too, the response was smooth all the way to 50 kHz. The 
usable bandwidth is up to 100 kHz! 
The horizontal dispersion is flat, while the vertical axis is extremely well-
controlled. This ensures a result listeners would find very pleasant. 
I had an impression that this is a speaker with excellent overall system design. 
As for freedom-from-distortion, it is superb with an extremely low third harmonic. 
What requires attention is a considerable impedance peak near 2 kHz, as well as 
wide impedance-vs-frequency fluctuation with a minimum of 2.8 O and maximum 
of 12.7 O. While this does not have any negative influence on quality, it does 
mandate matching this speaker with an amplifier that has a high damping factor. 
The voltage-sensitivity, of around 85dB/Watt/m, is average for a contemporary 
speaker. 
All in all, I would say this is an excellent speaker! 

Graphs from top to bottom 
• On-axis frequency response (top line in graph), impedance-vs-frequency 

(2nd from top at 70 Hz), K2 distortion (dashed, 3rd from top at 70 Hz), K3 
distortion (bottom at 70 Hz). 

• On-axis frequency response at 2m distance with partial echo contribution. 
• On-axis frequency response from 10 kHz to 100 kHz. 


